
Hello
please find enclosed a brand new CD release 
from the innovative European label Nemu Records:

Album name: BLACK HOLES ARE HARD TO FIND 
Genre:  jazz / improvised music
Label:  Nemu Records
Catalog number:  nemu 028
Street Date (USA/CA):   01/12/2022
EAN:  404180605272
Digital & Physical Distribution:   CD Baby

https://www.schubert.uchihashi.kugel-trio.com
Management, public relations contact: mail@klauskugel.com
Additional promotional copies will be sent upon request!

Artists:    SCHUBERT/UCHIHASHI/KUGEL

Frank Paul Schubert  alto & soprano saxophone
Kazuhisa Uchihashi    e-guitar, electronics
Klaus Kugel    drums, gongs

SCHUBERT UCHIHASHI KUGEL are master architects who can combine 
eclectic and polystylistic themes, abstract ideas, stories and mini-dramas 
into a unified statement, and than let it sound symphonic, orchestral, 
cinematic, chaotic and aggressive—even toying with a child-like song theme. 
All this in a matter of seconds, before spicing it up with tension-filled passages 
or provocative soothing moments before climaxing in maelstrom-like 
eruptions. The affinity between the three players is especially amazing, 
considering the all-improvised nature of this music, and when all three lock in, 
the music becomes breathtaking.

Track list:
1.  Needle‘s Eye   (05:00)
2. Black Holes Are Hard To Find   (14:21)
3. Explosive Past   (13:44)
4. Internal Structure   (08:52)
5. New Kind Of Terrain   (10:27)
6. Additional Rendezvous   (08:04)
7. Supersonic Interaction   (13:02)

                                                       DDD   (73:33)

All compositions by 
Frank Paul Schubert, Kazuhisa Uchihashi and Klaus Kugel (GEMA)
Recorded by Klaus Kugel 3rd & 4th of September 2021 in Noisy Rooms, Berlin.
Mixed and mastered by Rafał Drewniany [www.dtsstudio.pl]
Artwork by Hendrik Silbermann [www.hendrik-silbermann.com]
Graphic design by Andrea Silbermann [www.andrea-silbermann.de]
Photo by Photomusix/C. Marx
Produced by SCHUBERT/UCHIHASHI/KUGEL

Please send us your reviews and/or playlists, 
and let us know if you are interested in booking the band! Thanks!
Best regards,
Nemu Records, Dorfstrasse 19, 19395 Wangelin, Germany
email: mail@klauskugel.com
sms/whatsapp/phone: +49 173 25 450 25
www.Nemu-Records.com

To the attention of editors, music directors, writers, radio djs,
jazz magazines and concert promoters
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